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Abstract. The use of ensembles is an important way to ensure reliability of 
ANN-based tools. This article presents the development of an ANNs ensemble 
to infer steady-state in performance tests related to refrigeration compressors. 
Practical results are presented about the performance of individual ANNs and 
the ensemble. ANNs accuracy and diversity are discussed and evaluated. 
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1 Introduction 

The use of neural networks ensembles is typical in many industrial and scientific ap-
plications. The combination of a set of networks regards as a way to manage the limi-
tations of individual networks. It is known that neural networks are susceptible to 
errors, but the neural networks can be combined in a way to reduce the effects of 
these individual errors [1,2,3,4,5,6,7]. 

Reference [8], entitled "Neural networks and the bias/variance dilemma", deals 
with the performance of nonparametric inference tools. An example of this type of 
inference tool is the multilayer perceptron neural network. The reference [8] presents 
these errors as being comprised of two parts – bias and variance – and compares the 
features of responses obtained with nonparametric tools (model-free) to the responses 
obtained with model-based approaches. According to [8] neural networks may present 
significant portion of variance since they may have great amount of parameters to be 
obtained in the training phase. In contrast, model-based solutions are difficult to im-
plement for complex problems and can cause high bias. Additionally, it is highlighted 
that a high bias level is achieved when ANNs are trained with low amount of samples 
or the training process is driven to overfitting (poor generalization). The concepts and 
developments presented in the reference [8] are supported by a series of studies using 
neural networks ensembles for inference in complex scientific and industrial applica-
tions [5,6], [10,11,12,13,14,15,16]. These studies emphasize that the use of neural 
networks ensembles result on better balance between bias and variance.  
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An efficient ANN ensemble is composed by networks that are as accurate and di-
versified as possible [12][14,15][17,18]. The accuracy of the neural networks can be 
achieved by using appropriate training sets and administrating the training process to 
avoid, as far as possible, the overfitting [12][14,15]. 

The warranty of diversity of a set of neural networks is directly related to how the 
ensemble will manage the variance issue [6][14,15][17]. An important feature for 
ensuring a diverse set of ANNs is the concurrency of errors. A set of networks which 
share low amount of concurrent errors tends to meet the diversity criterion [19,20,21]. 

Some ways to obtain potentially different networks are: different training algo-
rithms; different architectures (number of layers and neurons, connectivity between 
layers and neurons, different activation functions); different training sets; different 
sets of initial weights for training. Among these ways, the simultaneous use of differ-
ent training sets and different sets of initial weights has shown great potential for 
generating diversity [17][20,21]. 

This paper presents the development of a neural network ensemble for the infe-
rence of steady-state condition in performance tests of refrigeration compressors. It is 
shown the evolution from complete ignorance when considering neural networks 
individually to a high reliable state when neural networks are considered to work 
together. Analysis of correlation, true positive and false positive observations are 
made to ensure accuracy and diversity for the ANNs ensemble. 

2 Performance Test of Refrigeration Compressors 

The performance tests are run on special rigs, which operate as a refrigeration circuit 
with many controlled variables. In addition, it is possible to measure quantities that 
are not generally monitored in refrigeration systems.  

Refrigerating capacity is measured in watts and is calculated as the product of the 
mass flow rate of refrigerant fluid through the compressor and the difference between 
the specific enthalpy of the refrigerant fluid at two points in the refrigeration circuit 
[22]. According to the enthalpy determination points that are chosen, it is possible to 
obtain different interpretations for the refrigerating capacity [22]. The most common 
is the heat removal from the cooled environment. The simplest method for determin-
ing the mass flow rate in a refrigeration circuit is to measure it directly using mass 
flow meters that are available on the market. Equipments that satisfy the measurement 
uncertainties required by international standards can be easily found. However, the 
measurement of refrigerating capacity needs to be carried out using two different and 
independent methods [22]. Typically, in order to ensure the methods independence, 
one is based on the direct measurement of the mass flow rate and the other is based on 
the heat balance inside a calorimeter. 

Fig. 1 shows a simplified schematic of the refrigeration circuit and instrumentation. 
In this case the calorimeter is comprised in the area defined by the dashed line, where 
there is an evaporator, a heating resistor, and four temperature measurements  
transducers. 
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A typical characteristic of these tests is the long time required to achieve stable 
conditions, under which the measurements – used for the calculation of the final re-
sults – can be performed. In general, performance tests last 2½ hours. The criteria for 
stability are defined for the most important quantities that are measured during the 
test. For each quantity there is a percentage or an absolute variation limit which must 
be calculated based at the average of the measured values of the last period of 1 hour. 
So, if a specific quantity stays within the respective variation limit during 1 hour it is 
said to be stable. For example, the compressor shell temperature has an absolute var-
iation limit of ±3°C then if the final shell temperature is to be +55°C this quantity is 
said to be stable when it overtakes +52°C. The issue is that the final values for many 
quantities are just known at the end of the test, indeed it is not possible to know when 
the quantity enters the stability region. 

 

Fig. 1. Simplified schematic of the test rig 

The refrigerating capacity obtained using the mass flow meter method is analyzed 
in this article. Fig. 2 presents a set of four typical examples of refrigerating capacity 
data obtained during performance tests. These tests were run on compressors of dif-
ferent models produced by the same manufacturer. Since the refrigeration capacities 
have different values – from 50 W to 200 W – the normalized data is presented for 
better visualization of the dynamic behavior.  

The steady-state region for the refrigerating capacity is characterized when it re-
mains within ±2% of the final value. This final value is obtained through the mean of 
the measurements taken during the last hour of the test. 

Figs. 3 and 4 present other two important quantities that are measured during a per-
formance test: compressor suction pressure and the compressor shell temperature. 
These quantities will be used as inputs of the neural networks that compose the en-
semble to infer the steady-state. 

An example of refrigerating capacity data and the respective desired ANN output is 
presented in Fig. 5. As the refrigerating capacity enters the ±2% range the ANN out-
put should rise from 0 to 1. It is important to highlight that, even being interested in 
the refrigerating capacity, its final value can just be known at the end of the test. As a 
consequence, the ±2% stability range can only be known at the end of the test. Accor-
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dingly, other quantities must be used to support de steady-state inference. Supposing a 
true positive inference one could start the computation of the test result and early stop 
the test. 

 

Fig. 2. Normalized refrigerating capacity data 

 

Fig. 3. Compressor suction pressure 

 

Fig. 4. Compressor shell temperature 
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Fig. 5. Refrigeration capacity and desired ANN output 

These types of data are used in Section 3 for describing the neural network used to 
steady-state inference of the refrigeration capacity. The next section briefly presents 
the concepts used to develop the neural network. 

3 Neural Network Ensemble 

The multilayer perceptron neural network trained with backpropagation algorithm is 
used for the steady-state inference. Despite this type of neural network is not an in-
trinsically dynamic network, it is used for this application. The dynamical modeling is 
done by the inputs that were chosen to compose the network.  

The ANN inputs are average values of refrigerating capacity, suction pressure and 
shell temperature (three inputs); lagged average values of these quantities (four inputs 
– two for the refrigerating capacity and one for each one of the other quantities); dif-
ference between actual and lagged average values (eight inputs); and standard devia-
tion of refrigerating capacity (one input). The sample size for averages and standard 
deviation is 15 with sampling frequency of 0.1 Hz. The number of inputs is 16 for a 3-
hidden layer network (15-10-10 neurons) with hyperbolic tangent activation func-
tions. The output layer is comprised of one neuron with logistic activation function. 
This architecture resulted from an extensive evaluation heuristic and literature in-
sights. The performances of individual neural networks are presented in this section. 

The training set was composed by 50 examples of performance tests obtained from 
different compressors. The bootstrap method was used to compose the individual 
ANNs training sets (40 examples randomly selected) and the remaining examples 
were used for on-line validation (early stop to avoid overfitting). As the bootstrap was 
run with replacement, the on-line validation set could have more than 10 examples. 
The neural network toolbox of Matlab® was used to train a set of 30 ANNs. After 
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that, the neural networks were tested with a set of 210 examples which does not in-
clude the 50 examples used for training. The number of ANNs that was trained is 
based on the achieved performance. It is shown ahead that the ensemble comprised of 
30 ANNs is suitable for this application when used with a confirmation time. The 
literature presents several applications that indicate a number between 20 and 200 for 
the ensemble members to provide proper results [2][6][12][14,15]. 

Fig. 6 presents the probability of not indication the steady-state for each one of the 
30 ANNs when the test data set is used. It can be seen that the probability varies from 
almost zero to 0.40, which means that some ANNs indicate steady-state condition to 
almost all the 210 examples and some that do not indicate on almost half of the ex-
amples. 

Fig. 7 presents the probabilities of true positive and false positive indications for 
the test data set. One can note that most of the probabilities are around 0.5, which 
indicates a high degree of ignorance when the neural networks are observed indivi-
dually. This fact could make the specialist regret on using this neural networks for the 
steady-state identification. Another point that should be noticed is that ANNs with 
high probability of not indication have true positive probability higher than false posi-
tive probability. This means that if these neural networks infer the steady-state they 
act mostly on a true positive way. 

 

Fig. 6. Probability of no indication of steady-state 

 

Fig. 7. Probability of indication of steady-state 
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To evaluate the adequacy and the diversity of the 30-ANNs ensemble, Figs. 8 and 
9 present the correlations of true positive and false positive indications. These correla-
tions values were obtained for the test data set and for all the 30 ANNs.  

The histograms show that there are no equal networks or that behave like so in the 
ensemble. Most of the ANNs presented correlation from weak to moderate, that is, 
they share equal levels of accurate and inaccurate indications. This information indi-
cates that the ensemble has an acceptable level of diversity. 

 

Fig. 8. Correlation of true positive indications 

 

Fig. 9. Correlation of false positive indications 

Fig. 10 presents the relationship between the number of ANNs that inferred the 
steady-state and the difference between the refrigerating capacity at such instant and the 
final value for the performance test. The solid line is the average absolute for all the per-
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formance tests in the training data set which had inferences; dotted lines are two standard 
deviations limits.  

The ANNs-outputs integration was based on the analysis of the relationship be-
tween the number of ANNs that should indicate the steady-state condition and the 
time that should be waited for the confirmation.  

As can be seen in Fig. 10, a minimum of 27 ANNs positive answers should be 
waited to achieve inferences into the ±2% steady-state region. Nonetheless, interme-
diate rules can be created to achieve a more effective reduction on test times. The 
rules combine number of ANN positive answers with confirmation waiting times. So, 
even small numbers of ANN positive answers may produce proper steady-state infe-
rences. 

 

Fig. 10. Difference of refrigerating capacity versus number of ANNs 

Again, the 50-example training data set was evaluated using all the 30 neural net-
works to create graphs as presented in Figs. 11 and 12. Each one represents the time 
that should be waited after a specified number of ANNs indicates the steady-state and 
the related average absolute relative difference for all the training data set (solid line).  
This difference is between the refrigerating capacity at the instant which a certain 
number of ANNs indicated steady-state and final value of the performance test. The 
dotted lines represent two standard deviations added and subtracted from the average. 
This analysis was run considering numbers of ANNs varying from 1 to 30, but for the 
sake of space, only the results for 10 and 25 networks are presented in this article.  

The whole set of graphs was used to define the rules to integrate the ANNs outputs, 
as presented in Table 1, where numbers of ANNs and confirmation times were related 
by the analysis of Fig. 10 and all the 30 graphs (as shown in Figs. 11 and 12). Then, 
all the 210 test data set examples were evaluated using the 30-ANN ensemble and the 
four rules. 
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Fig. 11. Confirmation waiting time graph for 10 ANNs 

 

Fig. 12. Confirmation waiting time graph for 25 ANNs 

Table 1. ANN Integration Rules 

Rule Number of ANNs 
Confirmation 
waiting time 

I < 15 40 minutes 
II ≥ 15 and < 20 30 minutes 
III ≥ 20 and ≤ 27 10 minutes 
IV > 27 0 

 
Fig. 13 presents a histogram of the relative differences between the refrigerating 

capacities at instant the steady-state was inferred by ensemble and the expected values 
for all the 210 performance tests. It can be noted that most of the tests had the steady-
state inference within the range of ±2% of the final value, actually, more than 91%, 
what is a great improvement if compared to the true positive probabilities presented 
by the neural networks individually. 
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Fig. 13. ANN ensemble results 

4 Conclusions 

This paper presented the application of an ANN ensemble for steady-state inference 
that is part of a more complete tool to predict the refrigerating capacity in perfor-
mance tests of refrigeration compressors. It was shown that ANN individual errors 
can be minimized when the networks are combined. Correlation analysis can be a 
good indication of diversity for an ANN ensemble. The inference allows a significant 
improvement in quality control and R&D activities. The average test time for the 210 
performance tests was 2½ hours; when these tests are evaluated using the ensemble it 
is possible to reduce to half of that time. The application of steady-state inference 
could be extended to other performance variables like the power consumption,  
isentropic efficiency and coefficient of performance (COP). 
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